
PRO-32
SOUTHLAND DISTRIBUTION 

Pro-32 is a professional strength
cleaning solution that is safe for
all X-ray processors. Used
monthly, Pro-32 is the third step
of a 3-part cleaning process. A
20-minute soak evaporates stubborn silver buildup
and oxidation from developer rollers, webs, peri
type transports and tanks. The 32 oz. bottle comes
complete with a pair of Harley-Davidson safety

glasses and a pair of nitrile gloves. 

32 oz.
9506636  [P-32]

8 oz., 2/Pkg.
9506648  [P-32-2]

X-Ray Processing Cleaners • Processing Solutions

100% price transparency • visit darby.com or download our app to access your current pricing and start saving today!760

PROCESSOR
CLEANER
TECH CHEM

This one solution,
premeasured cleaner is
safe and convenient for
removing metallic silver
deposits from the racks
in automatic film processors. It is safe on plastic,
cloth, metal and all dental processors.

1⁄2 Gallon, 6/Case
9907647  [DPC0664]

RAPID-KLENE
PREMIER 

Rapid-Klene effectively
and safely cleans
automatic film processors
in as little as 20 minutes
without noxious fumes or
scrubbing. Rapid-Klene
contains no harmful chemicals, requires no rubber
gloves or protective clothing.

Pouch, 63 g, 12/Pkg.
8781826   [9018000]

PROCESSING
SOLUTIONS

AUTOMATIC—ROLLER

AUTOMATIC PROCESSING
SOLUTIONS FOR ROLLER
TYPE
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Automatic
Processing Solutions are
designed to work with
most roller type
processors including: Air
Techniques AT2000®,
Dent-X 810XL, Fischer
DPI, Hope P6 and P10
and Xonics 152ES. Sold in
both concentrate and premixed
formulations, Darby’s Automatic
Processing Solutions are ideal for all
your film processing needs. 

Gallon, 4/Case
9521180    Developer/Fixer Automatic
9521185     Developer

Premixed, Gallon
3800804  Fixer
3800806  Developer

DEVELOPER & FIXER
AIR TECHNIQUES

Air Techniques
chemistry receives
continual quality
checks from start to
finish. It has anti-
oxidation properties
for longer life.
Balanced hardener
levels protect the film
emulsion, preventing scratches and roller marks
during processing. Air Techniques Fixer easily
washes off the film surface, extending archival life
of the radiographs. The developer and fixer are for
use with all roller transport X-ray film processors. 

Developer & Fixer, 2 Gallons each, 4/Case
9462030  [40270]

Developer, Gallon
9462048  [40240]
9462050  4/Case [40240]

Fixer, Gallon
9462054  [40245]
9462055  4/Case [40245]

Starter, 12 oz.
9462040  [40280]

EXCEL DEVELOPER & FIXER
DENT-X

Excel developing solutions are for automatic roller
or rollerless processors, including all Philips and
Dent-X automatic film processors.

Developer & Fixer, 2 Gallons each, 4/Case
9522958   [9992602001]

Developer, Gallon
9522962   [9992602201]
9522959   4/Case [9992602201]

Fixer, Gallon, 4/Case
9522957   [9992602301]

GXP PROCESSING CLEANING
SOLUTION
GENDEX

GXP X-Ray processing
cleaner is used for all
processors. It is available
in a 32 ounce spray
bottle. 

32 oz.
9556452   [E4000]

FLOW CLEARING SHEET
FLOW DENTAL 

Flow 71⁄2" x 9” Clearing
Sheets fit all intraoral and
extraoral processors.
Simply feed a sheet
through in the morning
after machine warm-up
and repeat as many times during the day as
necessary. Flow Clearing Sheets help remove silver
residue and algae off the roller racks. Each sheet
can be used up to 3 times.

50/Pkg.
9083035  [70106]

FORMULA 2000
PLUS
AIR TECHNIQUES

Formula 2000 Plus Cleaner
is a tank and transport
cleaner for use with roller type processors, manual
type processing tanks and Peri-Pro transports. 
It removes deposits, stains, dirt and algae. 

Twin Pack: 2 x 1 Liter Formula 2000 PLUS,
2 Sponges, Spatula 
9460801  [43945]

Peri Pro Kit: Fitted Transport Cleaning Tub, 
2 Formula 2000, Cleaning Brush, Sponges
9462031   [43945]

Spray
9460181   1 Liter [43965]
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